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schools NEWSPAPER COMPETITION SPONSORED BY

Primary/Secondary#xx:Yourschool’snamegoeshere

YOUR PAPER NAME
+ CREST GOES HERE

KEY WORD: Write something about
your picture. Picture: Who took it?

Create a
headline to
fit in here
By THE STUDENT/S WHO
WROTE IT

Take a square
pic to go here

THIS is Story 1. Your story will need
to be between 200 and 250 words
with a square-shaped photo to
accompany it.

Write a heading this big

KEY WORD: Write something about your picture to fill this line. Picture: Who took it?

By THE STUDENT/S WHO
WROTE IT

Take a horizontal
photo to go in here

THIS is Story 2. This story will need
to be between 350-400 words with a
horizontal-shaped photo to accom-
pany it.

Create a headline for this space

KEY WORD: Come up with a caption that explains what’s
in your picture. Picture: Who took it?

By THE STUDENT/S
WHO WROTE IT

Take a horizontal
photo to go here

THIS is story 3. Write a story
for this space that is about
200 words. Take a horizontal-
shaped picture to go with it.

Abigad thatwe
supplygoeshere
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OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS SCHOOL NEWSPAPER ARE 
NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE COMPETITION SPONSORS

SEE THE ENTRIES ONLINE AT
theherald.com.au/community/newspapers-in-education/

schoolsNEWSPAPER COMPETITION

Write a headline
to fit in this space
EDITORIAL

By THE STUDENT/S WHO
WROTE IT

CARTOON ARTIST’S NAME

Your cartoon
will go in here

THIS is the editorial. The editor-
ial needs to be between 350-400
words in length. It should be
accompanied by a square hand-
drawn cartoon that relates to the
editorial.

KEY WORD: Write a caption to explain what is happening in your photo.
Picture: Who took it?

Write a headline to
fit in this space here
By THE STUDENT/S WHO
WROTE IT

Take a vertical
or square

photo for this space

THIS is story 4. Write an article for
this space that is about 300-350
words. Take a vertical or square-
shaped picture to go with it.

Write a headline that has about 20
characters in each line, including
spaces.

Create a headline to run along this space

KEY WORD: Write a caption to explain what is
happening in your photo. Picture: Who took it?

By THE STUDENT/S
WHO WROTE IT

Take a horizontal
photo for this space

THIS is story 5. Write a
story for this space that is
about 150-200 words. Take
a horizontal-shaped pic-
ture to go with it.

The headline needs to
be about 40 characters
long (including spaces).

Here for good.

Newcastle Permanent Building Society Limited ABN 96 087 651 992. NPB0027 T24

Here for you, 
here for the 
community

13 19 87 newcastlepermanent.com.au

Name of student who drew the ad

Your hand-drawn ad
will appear in here


